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in iran, current laws make it illegal for rap artists to sing about the issues they address. najafi,
through her character, is addressing the criminalization of rap. as noted earlier, the government
issued the mojavvez to musicians in 2007-2008. najafi suggests that the mojavvez is not only a

necessary measure, but that the government and public have a right to know the names of artists
who have received it. [12] najafi is suggesting that the iranian government is attempting to secure
its rule by controlling music and artists; however, if the government is successful, the result is an
authoritarian state. najafi is suggesting that the censorship of rap is worse than the censorship of

other art forms, because in the past, the iranian government required an artist to follow certain rules
before being issued a mojavvez. [13] although the government has not attempted to censor rap
music in public, the iranian government does control the lyrics. a few iranian rappers have been

arrested because of their music. [18] for example, in june 2009 ayatollah mohammad-baqir al-hakim
ordered the police to arrest two rappers (farhad and zahra) and confiscate their cds. [19] the arrests
and censorship of rap music indicate that the iranian government views rap as a subversive force.
the mojavvez is a new policy that was introduced in 2007-2008, which is indicative of a change in
the iranian government. the government also considers rap as a musical genre to be an un-islamic

form of music, and the government has implemented restrictions and regulations on the sale of
musical equipment. [20]
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in underground rap music, a significant
number of female rappers have emerged,
but they have not been able to create a
genuine female-only scene because of

the male-dominated underground persian
rap scene. the male underground persian
rap scene is dominated by marginalized

iranian youth, a phenomenon that is
echoed in the lyrics of these songs. nasrin

and elahe are two important female
rappers who have been active for the last

two decades. nasrin’s earliest songs
addressed the repression of women in

iran. she sings about domestic violence in
her song sane-ye safhehayeh (without a

bride). [21] nasrin identifies as a
secularist and openly condemns islamic

fundamentalism. [22] nasrin has not been
averse to singing about the issues that
affect iranian women, and has a deep
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knowledge of the iranian society and
culture. [23] she plays with traditional
themes in her songs; her most well-
known song is mardom-e zerevab-e

safhehayeh (the bride is in demand). [24]
the government may have been worried

that in the absence of a public sphere and
free media, rap would be one of the few
spaces available for political expression.
iranian rappers have used rap to voice

opposition to the islamic republic and to
challenge the notion of a unified iranian
society. [18] mohammad-reza farahani,
for example, expresses his opposition to

the islamic republic and criticizes the
practices of islamism. farahani, like

ghogha, is attempting to persuade the
youth of iran to be more active in politics.
[19] iranian rappers also use rap music to

suggest that various social groups of
iranians might be capable of uniting

against the regime. [20] in nasir ye mard-
o iran (our nasser is iran), the rapper
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nemat does this by suggesting that the
aziat (persian people) are not united, but
that the panjte-ye davat (muslims of the
world) are. [21] according to nemat, a

unification of muslims could help iran. in
terakhi-ye motad-ro (our turn will come),
an ethnic iranian, the rapper questions
whether non-ethnic iranians can find a

place for themselves in the new iran. [22]
by opening up a space for political

discussion, rap music might be able to
establish a united front against the

iranian regime. 5ec8ef588b
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